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5-STAR REPUTATION
180+ Reviews

500+ CUSTOMER
RESPONSES

NET PROMOTER
SCORE (NPS)

"Omega Lending has been the lender of choice
for us for 2 new home purchases and multiple
refinancing of existing mortgages over the last six
years...They are very responsive...highly
recommended." Ravi - Birmingham, MI



HUMAN-DRIVEN,
TECH-ENABLED



WE PROMOTE &
SUPPORT AGENTS

THE PODCAST

NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED PODCAST



AWARD WINNING,
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PMI BUSTER

The "PMI Buster" program eliminates PMI for
clients putting 10.01% down instead of the
traditional 20% down!

This can save thousands over the life of the loan!

FEATURED PRODUCT

Eliminates PMI with 10.01% down
Exclusive to Omega 
Primary or Second Homes 
Lower monthly payments
Qualify for more house

***Restrictions Apply



FHA LOANS
FEATURED PRODUCT

An FHA home loan provides you with a government-
insured loan with flexible loan options for your specific
financial situation.

Less strict credit requirements and qualifications
make this loan the easiest loan for buying a home or
refinancing. Depending on your situation, FHA home
loans can be a great loan option.

According to FHA.com:

3.5% down
Credit Scores down to 620
Great for first time home buyers
Omega exclusive FHA Elite program
Amazing rates

https://www.omegalendinggroup.com/home-loan-options/
https://www.fha.com/fha_loan_requirements


Are you a veteran, member of the military or military
spouse? Work directly with a VA mortgage expert at
Omega Lending for your mortgage needs.

Veterans are often underserved and over charged. We
have built Omega VA with the Veteran’s honor in
mind. Omega VA is not only a loan option – it’s a
mindset. 

OMEGA VA
FEATURED PRODUCT

100% Financing
Exclusive low rates 
No PMI
Cash out up to 100% of the value of the home
Omega vetted VA specialists
Fast turn times



Fixed rates
10 to 30 year terms
Low PMI
As little as 3% down
Omega fast track closings

Our conventional loan program offers extremely
competitive rates for our borrowers even with less
than perfect credit scores.

620+ CREDIT
CONVENTIONAL

FEATURED PRODUCT



MESSAGE FROM
OUR FOUNDERS
In the shadow of the biggest mortgage company in
the country, we started a mortgage business. Why?
Because we saw a tremendous need for a customer
service-orientated mortgage experience for Southeast
Michigan home buyers and home owners.

Most companies take a transactional approach to the
mortgage process, treating a home loan like a
product on a conveyor belt. This kind of mindset
makes the borrower just another number.

At Omega, we see the people behind the home loan
application and offer the kind of guidance we would
our own family and friends. Simply put, we seek to
help you accomplish your home ownership goals in
the most financially responsible and sustainable way
possible.

For anyone looking for a more personalized mortgage
experience, we started Omega for you. So give us a
call and let’s get to work.
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